. Visualizing the street network of Switzerland over a textured terrain model using LOCALIS. Left: Maximum line level-of-detail. Right: A line-refinement lens is activated and interactively simplifies all line segments outside while keeping the line segments inside at maximum detail.
INTRODUCTION
Interactive visualization of large and complex geographic vector map data is a challenging problem, in particular in combination with realtime adaptive level-of-detail (LOD) methods. LOD-based simplification and rendering techniques offer well-proven solutions for dynamically adjusting the amount and resolution of the data to be displayed such as to achieve or guarantee interactive frame rates. In the context of scientific visualization and computer graphics, the development of multiresolution LOD methods has been an active research area that resulted in many algorithms and data structures to facilitate real-time rendering of very large amounts of 3D data, e.g. such as polygonal meshes, volumes or point cloud data.
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Different image and geometry data types each require their own specific multiresolution LOD technique. For 2D textures, 3D meshes or volumetric data, different LOD simplification algorithms for both off-line preprocessing and real-time visualization have been proposed. In contrast, LOD management and LOD-based interactive visualization of vector map data has not received the same amount of attention. In 3D rendering engines, vector data is very commonly dealt with by being transformed to other data formats such as textures and meshes, and the corresponding LOD techniques for this data format are applied. In geographic information systems (GIS), besides terrain elevation models and texture maps, large parts of the particularly important cartographic data are stored in vector format. However, despite the well-studied concept of generalization in cartography, these algorithms do not easily translate to dynamic interactive visualization settings and thus there is a lack of real-time adaptive LOD techniques for vector data.
Following recent achievements in efficient direct, non-texture based vector map rendering techniques in 3D geographic visualization systems [1] [2] [3] , we propose a new locally-adaptive line simplification (LO-CALIS) algorithm for GPU-based geographic vector map data visualization. The three main contributions of this paper include (1) a GPU-based view-dependent Douglas-Peucker style line simplification method, that exploits (2) a novel LOD line-segments data structure supporting local screen-space adaptive approximation errors, and (3) an efficient GPU-based deferred line rendering algorithm. Moreover, in the experimental results, we not only demonstrate the interactive LOD simplification and rendering performance of our approach but also its line-styling as well as screen-space LOD and data filtering features.
RELATED WORK
Our line simplification and visualization algorithm are at the intersection of two disciplines, real-time visualization of large-scale geographic vector map data and cartographic map generalization. Therefore, we discuss the related works from both disciplines.
Geographical Vector Data Visualization
In GIS systems, vector data is most commonly displayed visually as an overlay over a terrain mesh. The mesh can be a simple flat plane with a texture visually resembling the terrain as a 2D image, or it can be a precise digital 3D elevation model. We can categorize the methods of rendering geographic vector data over a mesh into four major groups: (1) Texture-based overlays, (2) geometry-based methods, (3) shadow-volume-based techniques, and (4) deferred direct vector rendering.
In texture-based methods, the vector data is rasterized and stored as a texture image first. Then, the texture is laid over the terrain mesh during the rendering process. These methods are fast and easy to implement but suffer from an insufficient resolution in areas closer to the camera, aliasing artifacts in farther areas as well as projective distortions. To overcome most of these problems, higher or multi-resolution textures are being used, but the downside is larger texture memory usage. Furthermore, view-dependent and dynamically adapting vector maps require the textures to be updated each frame.
Geometry-based approaches, transform vector data into auxiliary meshes and modify them to match the underlying terrain [4, 5] . Although these approaches do not have resolution problems of texturebased methods, they have several problems. First, creating meshes from large-scale vector datasets results in an even larger number of polygons which can be challenging to render as well. The reason is that each vector primitive requires several polygonal primitives in the mesh to preserve the same level of detail. Another issue is matching the created meshes to the 3D terrain, especially in connection with multiresolution view-dependent LOD visualization approaches in which the terrain mesh as well as the vector maps adaptively change as the camera moves. Furthermore, like texture based solutions, these auxiliary meshes have to be recreated whenever the vector maps change, in the worst case before each frame. In general, unpredictable scene configurations are problematic for the geometry-based line rendering methods.
In shadow-volume approaches, the vector data displayed over the terrain surface is in fact the orthogonal shadow of polygons that are created based on the 2D vector map and are located above the terrain [6, 7] . The advantage of this method is the independence of vector data from terrain mesh. However, this method does not scale well and requires multiple geometry rendering passes. In case of a large vector dataset, a high number of shadow volumes must be created resulting in expensive shadow computation. In case of dynamically changing vector maps, shadow volumes should be updated every frame.
In deferred vector map rendering [1] [2] [3] , the vector data is loaded onto the GPU in a data structure that allows fast screen-space (pixel) to object-space (line) search and mapping. By using this GPU-based vector map data structure, we can search for lines that are close to the fragment being processed and determine to which it belongs. Based on the distance from the center of this line, we can color the pixel. The advantage of this approach is that there is no loss or distortion of the vector map data since there is no intermediate transformation into rasterized textures, auxiliary meshes or shadow volumes. Therefore, the accuracy and precision of the final result are as high as the resolution of the output allows. Another advantage of this approach is the ability to render large datasets. A more comprehensive list of the drawbacks and advantages of the different methods can also be found in [2] .
Cartographic Generalization
Generalization is a core concept in cartography. It has been used for a long time for making maps at different scales. The main goal of generalization is adjusting the amount and complexity, i.e. LOD, of cartographic elements to fit a specific cartographic scale which only has a limited amount of space for depicting the given elements. Generalization is done by applying different operations to cartographic elements. These operations are classified by Foerster et al. [8] , McMaster et al. [9] , and Roth et al. [10] into different classes such as elimination, simplification, aggregation, and collapse.
Early generalization solutions were completely manual and timeconsuming. Therefore, several general-purpose maps at different scales were created and the most appropriate one was used for each specific task. In contrast, modern on-demand mapping requires making a map upon the user's request at the desired scale and with an appropriate LOD according to the user's purpose. Such personalized maps are supposed to simplify the task at hand and increase the efficiency of the users [11] . A crucial requirement for creating maps based on the users' requests is the capability of automatic generalization. Researchers have worked on automated map generalization since the 1980s by developing algorithms for simpler problems such as line simplification or feature selection [12] . The first generalization software systems worked by chaining several operations sequentially and providing the necessary control parameters. This approach is called batch processing [13] . If the final result was not satisfactory, the whole batch would have to be performed again with adjusted parameters.
The next generation of automated generalization systems were rulebased expert systems. These systems modeled cartographic generalization knowledge as a set of rules [14] . Due to the complexity of the generalization process, a high number of rules was needed. In addition, as the number of rules increased, new problems emerged such as conflicts and competitions between rules [15] . Expert systems can be used for smaller problems such as label placement but not for the complete process of generalization [16] .
In order to solve the mentioned conflicts, the constraints concept was proposed [17] . In this concept, the desired output is defined by the constraints and an algorithm was used to optimize the combination of the generalization operations in order to produce the best output evaluated by the defined constraints. Among the optimization techniques that have been developed for this purpose, the agent-based method [18] was very successful and has been used in map production [19] . However, this approach is still not effective enough for on-demand map generalization because defining constraints for every possible situation that users could demand is not possible. To overcome this shortcoming, ontology-based approaches were proposed. The first proposed ontology-based solutions targeted smaller problems such as road line simplification [20] , and road accident visualization [21] . Still, a comprehensive ontology has not been created to cover the whole generalization process.
Despite the above described advances, flexible and comprehensive cartographic vector map generalizations are still far away from interactive performance on larger scales. Our method, while similar in being limited and applied to lines as the latter referenced ones, is a first step towards a fully interactive and adaptive vector map LOD simplification and visualization solution.
APPROACH
In this section, we present our approach describing a locally-adaptive line refinement method as well as interactive GPU-based line simplification and visualization.
Douglas-Peucker Line Refinement Trees
Our line simplification technique is based on the Douglas-Peucker (DP) technique. Fig. 2 illustrates the process of simplifying an example line from its full details in Fig. 2(l6) by the DP algorithm. The process is actually defined by incrementally refining the most simplified version, a straight line between the endpoints as shown in Fig. 2(l0) . In each step, one line segment acts as a baseline which will be subdivided by the next point added, and the next point is chosen as the one having the largest distance from its baseline as shown for the first step in Fig. 2(l1) .
The distance e of a point p i from its baseline is proportionate to the amount of error that leaving this point out introduces in visualizing the line. Adding a single point p i thus causes dividing the corresponding baseline and hence also splitting the remaining unused points belonging to the same baseline into two groups to the left and right of p i . Starting with the initial baseline p B p E , inserting p 2 splits the remaining unused points into the sets L = {p 1 } and R = {p 3 , . . . p 6 }. Subsequently, the two new baselines p B p 2 and p 2 p E with their respective unused points L and R are processed. At any moment, there is thus a set of baselines, each with its own subdivision points, and for the next refinement step the baseline with the most impactful unused point is processed, until the desired or the full detail is reached.
As shown in Fig. 2 , we can create a binary tree based on the order of the points that are added to the line representation. This DP tree is used for simplifying the line faster and adaptively based on a given error threshold. For example, if we traverse the tree in Fig. 2 (t6) and stop going deeper when the error of a node is lower than 5, the resulting line will be p B p 2 p 3 p E . If we stop when the error is lower than 7, the line will be p B p 1 p 2 p 3 p E . Fig. 3 illustrates an example in which the error threshold is adaptively set based on the distance from a camera. In Fig. 3(a) , a function translates the distance from a camera to an error threshold (th) that is used to compare the error of each point to. In Fig. 3(b) , while traversing the line refinement tree we check the inequality
given the function dis2error() that maps the distance from the camera to the appropriate threshold, which corresponds to a screen-space error threshold. In this equation, e denotes the error of the node and d the distance to the camera. At each node where this inequality is true, we include the corresponding refinement point to subdivide its baseline and continue with the tree traversal. When the inequality is not true, we stop the traversal. This happens e.g. at node p 5 , and therefore, p 5 and its children are not included for further line refinement. The final result is p B p 1 p 2 p 3 p E which is shown in Fig. 3 (c).
GPU-based Line Simplification
The deferred line rendering algorithm described below in Section 3.3 requires indexing all line segments for efficient pixel-on-line evaluations. However, traversing the above outlined DP trees, one for each line structure, provides us with a sequence of points that implicitly define the line segments that have to be drawn. Furthermore, indexing points is not applicable since we need the tree structures for the adaptive line simplification. We can index the trees, but in that case, the GPUbased deferred rendering program will have to traverse the DP trees for the pixel-on-line evaluations. Traversing these trees, however, requires more memory accesses than directly processing line segments. Fig. 3 . An example line refinement with the error threshold depending on the distance to the camera. (a) For each point in the tree an error threshold is calculated using the given function. (b) While performing an in-order DP tree traversal, the error of each node is compared to the calculated threshold. At p 5 , e < th thus p 5 and its children are discarded.
(c) The final refined/simplified line, with parts closer to the camera having more detail.
this problem and avoid many expensive DP tree traversals for all pixels, we propose a novel approach that converts the line refinement trees into attributed line segments. These in fact include all possible cases, e.g. as illustrated in Fig. 2 , that a line could require at any refinement stage. The attributed line segments are constructed such that their visibility can be determined individually according to a given error threshold. To achieve this, we create a list of every possible line segment that can occur in different LOD versions of the line by traversing the tree and adding all the possible connections to the predecessors and successors in the line structure of each node. Fig. 4 shows all possible segments according to the line refinement/simplification tree structure from Fig. 2 . As a general rule, when traversing from p x to its right child p r , p r and all its successors cannot connect to the predecessors of p x . This is why p 4 is not connected to p 2 . To be more precise, traversing from p 3 to p 5 makes the successors of p 5 unable to connect to the predecessors of p 3 . Likewise, when traversing from p x to its left child p l , p l and all its successors cannot connect to successors of p x . P 2 P 3 P 5 P 6 P 4 P 1 P B P E Fig. 4 . The DP refinement tree from the example in Fig. 2 along with the beginning and ending points of the corresponding line (p B and p E ).
Orange and black lines together form the set of all possible line segments that could be drawn regardless of how the dis2error() function is defined.
In order to determine the visibility of each line segment, we need to check the inclusion of its two endpoints. Let us consider the line segment p B p 2 in Fig. 2 which appears for the first time in Fig. 2(l1) where p 2 is used to refine the line. We can observe that p B p 2 will continue to be a part of the simplified line until p 1 is included in Fig. 2(l4) . The visibility of this line segment is not affected by other points. We call the first point, in this case p 2 , the generator and the second point, here p 1 , the splitter. Since the generator is always one of the two endpoints, we only need to know three points, their errors, and their error thresholds to determine the visibility of a specific line segment. Therefore, the criterion when a specific LOD line segment is drawn follows the following rule:
A line segment is visible when its generator is included and its splitter is not included.
Furthermore, when using the DP line tree structure, a point cannot be included in a simplified version without its ancestors already being included. We must enforce this condition in our line segment validation process. Based on Eq. (1), a point could be included without its ancestors in two situations: (1) the error of its corresponding node is higher than the error of one of its ancestors. (2) the dis2error() function calculates a lower threshold than for one of the ancestors. To avoid the first situation, we conservatively set each node's error to the maximum error of its subtree denoted by d s . In Fig. 2 , the error of node p 2 thus becomes 18.9 because this is the largest error of one of its descendants. The second situation depends on the position of the camera and the distances between the camera and the line refinement points. We use the error saturation technique, see also [22] , to make our data structure view independent. In order to gain this property, one question should be answered for each point: How much closer to the camera can the successors of a point possibly be? Since this question needs to be answered before any camera is set, for each successor, we assume the camera to be in the place which causes the maximum difference.
Considering the example in Fig. 5(a) , the difference between the distances of two points, here p 2 and p 3 , from a camera is at maximum when the two points and the camera are in a line and the camera is not between the points. If d x is the distance between p x and camera then d 2 = |p 2 p 3 | + d 3 . Therefore, the maximum difference between the distances of two points from the camera is the distance between those two points. We find the largest distance of a node from its descendants as shown in Fig. 5b , denoted by d max and we use the following inequality instead of Eq. (1).
However, in some cases like Fig. 5(c) , d max of a descendant can be larger. In this example, since |p 3 p 6 | > |p 2 p 3 |, d max of p 3 is larger than d max of p 2 . To solve this, similar as errors, we assign the maximum d max of each subtree to its root. Finally, the inequality becomes the following instead of Eq. (2). In this equation, e s is the saturated error and d sMax is the saturated distance. In other words, we assume that our point is closer to the camera as much as the distance between the node and its farthest descendant. We may conservatively display more details than needed since we constantly consider the worst case that can happen. However, it allows us to be confident about the validity of the points used for the line representation such that we can guarantee that at any moment only a correct line refinement version can be selected and visualized.
An overview of the preprocess described above is illustrated in Fig. 6 . First, all lines are loaded from the raw data and identical points are extracted to be stored in an array. Then, each line is transformed into a DP tree. Using a bottom-up approach, we calculate the distance of each node to its descendants and saturate these distances and the errors that DP algorithm calculated. By traversing the saturated trees, we store all possible line segments in another. Each line segment contains four indices referencing three points: two endpoints, the splitter and the generator, which is one of the endpoints.
GPU-based Line Visualization
Our visualization technique is based on the deferred vector map rendering proposed in [1, 2] and later extended by Frasson et al. [3] . In this method, the vector data is provided to the rendering pipeline and the actual act of drawing takes place in the last step where the pixels are being colored. In this step, the pixel is checked against all relevant lines to be colored accordingly when it intersects one of the lines. For each line, the endpoints are transformed into the screen space first using the world coordinates of the underlying mesh. Then, based on the 2D distance between the pixel and the screen-space line, the pixel is colored. The number of relevant lines that are needed to be checked for each pixel highly affects the performance of rendering large-scale vector datasets. Different types of data structures and combinations of them can be used to minimize the number of relevant lines. For example, in [2] a two-level bounding volume hierarchy is used. On the first level, a grid is used to accelerate the spatial search. Inside each cell of the grid, a space-filling curve is used to optimize the search. In [3] , a spatial hash is used on the first level and a quad tree for searching line segments in each hash cell.
An overview of our data structures that accelerate searching relevant line segments during rendering is given in Fig. 6 . We have implemented a grid in the first layer to quickly limit the search to local line segments. In the second layer, we use a quad tree in each cell of the search grid to store the line segments. In order to color a pixel, first its corresponding cell of the grid is determined using the back-transformed world position of the pixel. Then, the related line segment quad tree is traversed starting from the node whose index is stored in the grid cell. If a node of the quad tree contains line segments, the distance of the pixel from those line segments is calculated. If the distance is less than half of the width of the line, the pixel is a part of that line and should be colored with the color of the line. If the line has a pattern, the distance of the pixel from the line can be used for styling the pixel according to a specified pattern. At joints, where two line segment of a line meet, a gap exists as shown in Fig. 7(a) . To fill the gap, we can draw a half circle at each end of the line segments. In Fig. 7(b) , the half circles are shown in red. Within the half circles, the distance of a pixel to the line is calculated as the distance of the pixel to the corresponding endpoint of the line. If the line has only one color, we can draw both line segments separately without concerning the overlapping parts (Fig. 7(c) ). However, if the line has a pattern that involves multiple colors like the line in Fig. 7(d) , the overlapping parts cause a problem as shown in Fig. 7(e) . To solve this and make the line look like Fig. 7(f) , the minimum of the distances between both lines should be used for coloring the pixels in the overlapping area. For example, point P in Fig. 7(g) is located on the black area of the right line and the gray area of the left line. Since the P is closer to the left line, it should be colored gray.
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In our approach, the sequence of the line segments depends on the error threshold defined for different points of the line. Therefore, when coloring the pixels that are located on overlapping line segments, we cannot stop our search after hitting the first line. We need to continue to find the other overlapping lines in order to render the joints correctly.
IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented our approach using our own engine which uses OpenGL as its rendering library. We deliberately limited ourselves to OpenGL version 4.1 in order to support a large variety of devices for geographical data visualization, and to make the possibility of using our technique in a web environment easier. For example, we used simple textures instead of more advanced storage buffers. Our system is composed of two parts: an offline pre-processor and an interactive display application. The pre-processor gets a line dataset in shapefile format generates three textures for the rendering application containing the points, line segments, and the rendering hierarchy structure which in turn contains a spatial search grid and line segment quad trees. The renderer uses the three textures created by the pre-processor along with a terrain heigh-field mesh, a texture for the terrain, and a style-texture for the road categories. The terrain elevation model with its texture(s) is first processed by a regular vertex shader performing the normal 3D transformation and projection, potentially exploiting multiresolution terrain rendering techniques. The vector map line rendering actually takes place in an integrated fragment shader, which not only performs the normal terrain shading and texturing but also the per-pixel line evaluations. Fig. 8 shows the general data flow in our system. The vertex shader outputs the world coordinates of the vertices and OpenGL takes care of the rest in its pipeline until the fragment shader receives the exact world coordinates for all fragments. Using the world coordinates, the fragment shader finds the grid cell in which the fragment is located. Inside this cell the root of the line segment quad tree that covers the area of the cell is stored. The fragment shader traverses the quad tree based on the world coordinates of the fragment. It calculates the distance between the fragment and each line segment that it encounters during the traversal. Then, the percentage of the pixel that is covered by the line is determined using the calculated distance and the pixel size. If the percentage is not zero, the road style texture is queried using the road type and the distance to the line segment. At this point, the fragment color is set to the returned color with an alpha value equal to the coverage. The search for other segments continues. Next line segments encountered go through the same process if they have a type of a higher or equal priority as the previous line segment. In the case of a higher priority, the fragment color will be replaced by the new color. In the case of an equal priority, the fragment color will be overwritten if the distance to the new line is smaller. The second case blends the lines of similar types together as explained in Section 3. Alg. 1 describe this process in a more formal way.
The number of texture queries strongly affects the performance of the fragment shader. Since each query can return a four-value tuple representing the RGBA color values or XYZW homogeneous coordinates, we structured our textures in a way to minimize the number of queries. The first two values of each tuple in the points texture hold the (x, y) world coordinates of the point. The other two values are the saturated error and saturated distance. For each line segment, we need four points. The location of three of them (i.e, two endpoints and the splitter) are stored in the first three values of tuples in the line segment texture. To indicate the fourth point, which can be either the first or second endpoint, we use the first bit of the remaining value in the tuple. The rest of the bits are used for storing the type of the road. The line segment quad tree texture contains two types of tuples: address and data tuples. An address tuple holds the location of four children of a quad tree node. Multiple consecutive data tuples store the indices of the line segments inside a node. Depending on the maximum node capacity the number of data tuples each node owns can be different .
Algorithm 1 Fragment Shader
Input f ragmentWorldCoordinate( fWCoord), pixelSize, lineStyle, points, lines, quadTrees,terrainColor Output f ragmentColor 1: function CALCULATEFRAGMENTCOLOR 2: currentNode ← root of quadTree containing fWCoord while currentNode is not empty do 7: for all lines in currentNode do 8: if line is generated and is not split then 9: coverage ← CoveredByLine( fWCoord, line, pixelSize)
10:
distance ← distance( fWCoord, line)
11:
if coverage > 0 and priority of line > currentPriority or (priority of line = currentPriority and distance < currentDistance) then
12:
f ragmentColor ← readLineStyleColor( type of line, distance) 13: alpha of f ragmentColor ← coverage 14: currentPriority ←priority of line 15: currentDistance ← distance f ragmentColor ← blend(terrainColor, f ragmentColor)
return f ragmentColor 23: end function Aliasing artifacts appear in rasterization commonly when the amount of detail does not match the screen resolution. Many different antialiasing techniques have already been proposed. We have used two techniques to overcome aliasing. First, aliasing at the outer edges of the lines is prevented by using the area of a pixel covered by a line as the alpha value of the pixel prevents. Second, in order to avoid aliasing inside the lines that have style patterns, we used the OpenGL mipmapping function. Fig. 9 shows an example of a texture that stores nine types of styles vertically. Each style takes 512 × 256 pixels which results in a 512 × 2304 texture in total. Since 256 = 2 8 , a mipmap pyramid of height eight can be created without mixing the colors of adjacent styles. 
RESULTS
We tested our system on two computers: SYS1 and SYS2 with the specifications are shown in Tab. 1 SYS1 has a faster CPU while SYS2 has a faster GPU. The resolution of the frame buffer is 3026 × 1450 on both systems in all tests that are presented in this section. We used three different datasets for our experiments. The heightmap for creating the terrain mesh and the terrain texture are provided by Swisstopo. The street data is from Open Street Map and is downloaded from Geofabrik 1 . In this section, we discuss our results from three view points: rendering, simplification, and performance.
Rendering Results
Our software can successfully load a large-scale vector map dataset and project it on a large terrain. It can deliver pixel-precise line rendering without any pixelation artifacts irrespective of the zoom factor and without any recognizable aliasing artifacts. Although we used a simple technique with no LOD management for rendering the 3D terrain, our implementation proves that it is capable of blending the vector rendering with the terrain texturing seamlessly. Fig. 10 presents multiple screenshots at various zoom levels of our system, displaying the whole street network of Switzerland with highest LOD. As we zoom in, the lines become less cluttered and their style becomes recognizable as soon as the line width covers several pixels. Fig. 10 . Screenshots of our system visualizing the whole street network of Switzerland over a terrain mesh at full detail. The vector map dataset has more than 13 million line segments. The LOD is set to the highest for demonstration purpose.
Simplification Results
Our locally-adaptive line simplification technique, LOCALIS, demonstrates that real-time line simplification can be applied to interactive vector map visualization applications. The approach includes a preprocessing effort, which can be completed once offline, and a line data storage cost for managing all possible line segments that can possibly appear when refining the lines. The impact of this cost is twofold. First, it requires some extra memory to store the line segments which, however, has not been a bottleneck in our current implementation. Second, handling large-scale vector map data has only recently been made possible, and suddenly doubling the number of line segments may have an adverse effect on the performance of such techniques. Performance is further discussed in the following section. In Fig. 11 an interactive line-refinement lens is shown to demonstrate the real-time line simplification behavior of LOCALIS.
Performance
Pre-processing has to be done only once for each dataset unless the parameters of the search grid and quad trees are changed. The line styles and the strategy for setting the LOD, however, does not affect the data produced by the pre-processor. Tab. 2 shows the pre-processing times. The street dataset used in our tests has 7, 725, 915 points and 13, 018, 092 effective line segments. Our algorithm stores 42, 658, 205 line segments in total in the hierarchical data structure. This increase is partially because of considering all possible line segments and partially due to line segments that intersect multiple nodes of the line segment quad tree and are referenced in all of the intersecting nodes. The number of address tuples and data tuples allocated to the quad tree was 52, 543, 644. As a result, our algorithm requires 117.8MB for points, 198.6MB for line segments, and 801.7MB for the search grid and line segment quad trees.
Run-time performance depends on several factors. The most influential factor is the number of lines that should be inspected per fragment and in total for each frame. This completely depends on which part of the quad tree is within the viewport. If the majority of fragments are covered by less populated nodes of the quad trees, we experience a higher performance in comparison to the situation where the camera is zoomed on an area where densely populated nodes of the quad trees are located. Fig. 12 depicts an overview of how dense the nodes of the quad trees are populated. Fig. 13 shows a view where the camera looks at an area with sparse distribution of line segments. The heatmap at the bottom shows that most of the quad tree nodes contain less than five line segments. We achieve 35FPS on SYS1 and 60FPS on SYS2. In contrast, the camera looks towards a very dense area as in Fig. 14 . According to the heatmap, many fo the quad tree nodes contain more than 45 line segments. In this example, we achieved 6FPS on SYS1 and 12FPS on SYS2.
In addition to the line distribution in the viewport, the defined LOD thresholds also affect the performance. The effect is not as significant as the line distribution itself since it does not change the number of texture accesses. Although all relevant line segments are queried from the textures regardless of the LOD threshold, the algorithm immediately discards the ones that do not meet the conditions of being generated and not split (Section 3.2). The effect of LOD on performance is stronger if more pixels of the screen are located inside dense nodes. For example, in the top screenshot of Fig. 10 where Switzerland is completely visible, changing LOD has almost no effect on the performance since a few pixels as shown in Fig. 12 are dense and can be influenced by LOD.
We employed two techniques to prevent aliasing artifacts. Fig. 15 shows a scene with different types of roads. The magnified sections demonstrate that both techniques could successfully smooth the outer edge and inner part of the lines and prevent any aliasing artifact to appear. The stairsteps on the outer edge are created by precise cal- culation of the pixel coverage and the inner stairsteps are created by querying the texture at an appropriate mipmap level. The antialiasing is consistent in lines with different angles and types.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented LOCALIS, our locally-adaptive line simplification algorithm based on the Douglas-Peucker line simplification algorithm. It creates every possible line segment that can emerge during line refinement using DP tress and makes them individually processable by attributing them. LOCALIS exploits the direct access to vector data on the GPU that deferred vector map rendering approaches introduced and decides whether a line segment should be displayed or not based on given LOD thresholds in the last step of the rendering pipeline. Our prototype shows that LOCALIS can always produce and display a valid simplified representation of the lines regardless of the distribution of the required LOD over the screen or even the line path itself. It can simplify a part of a line extremely while keeping the details of the other part. We integrated LOCALIS with a state-of-the-art vector map rendering algorithm such that the data structures serve both algorithms. We have tested our prototype on the whole street network of Switzerland rendered on a terrain mesh. In this prototype, the user can manipulate the LOD by moving the camera closer to or farther from the mesh or by activating a moving virtual line-refinement lens over the terrain. Our implementation shows that line simplification can be done interactively at the cost of increasing the number of lines that should be handled.
Our approach enables applications to dynamically manage the LOD of vector map data in real time based on the situation and user demand without needing other proxy data structures such as raster textures or pre-calculated datasets with discrete LODs. In addition, line simplification is one of the fundamental operations of cartographic generalization. When combined with other operations such as elimination and merging, it can generalize geographic data to fit the user's resolution, scale or use case.
Starting with deferred vector map rendering, direct access to vector data inside the rendering pipeline on the GPU created a vast range of opportunities. This research can continue in different directions. De- signing locally-adaptive LOD management algorithms for other types of vector data such as polygons and meshes is one of the directions for extending this work. Polygons have always been important in geographic visualization, and the size as well as amount of these datasets, such as for buildings, is constantly increasing. 
